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MODULE 

1. Read the text and decide which word A, B, C or D best fits each space. 

Write one letter in each gap. 

Merchandizing, in marketing, the planning and control of goods or services to 1) ___ 

effective product development and to ensure the proper commodity at a place, time, 

price, and quantity conductive to profitable sale. For the manufacturer 

merchandizing 2) _____ product planning and management. For retailer or 

Wholesaler, it includes 3) ____ styles, colors, and sizes preferred by the customers 

or trade. Correct placement and timing of a product are particularly important for 

fashion goods, for 4) ______ merchandise, and for fads with a rate of sale that 

fluctuates drastically. The price is usually determined so as to sell merchandise 

promptly and at a profit satisfactory to the merchandiser. The quantity ordered 

should create a supply large enough to 5) _____ all potential customers but should 

not be excessive to a degree that might necessitate price reduction in order to bring 

about sufficient sales. 

1 A misuse B admit  C provide D devote 

2 A obeys B prohibits C delays D involves 

3 A selecting B influencing C concerning D conducting 

4 A convincing B seasonal C sensible D flexible 

5 A threaten B accuse C promote D satisfy 

 



2. Choose the correct item. 

1. It's time we ........ 

(a) go (b) went (c) are going (d) going 

2. I honestly couldn't follow a word you ........ 

(a) are saying (b) will say (c) were saying (d) did say 

3. He asked me what I ....... doing there. 

(a) am (b) did (c) will be (d) was 

4. I've just ....... that the price has gone up again. 

(a) am told (b) have told (c) been told (d) was told 

5. She was annoyed that she ....... spoken to like that. 

(a) had been (b) has been (c) was been (d) will have been 

6. I've just been ....... here that man has been released. 

(a) reads (b) reading (c) read (d) have read 

7. If you were stopped by the police for speeding, what ....... you do? 

(a) will (b) shall (c) do (d) would 

8. Long ....... the King! 

(a) live (b) lives (c) living (d) lived 

9. If I get there early enough, I ....... you a seat. 

(a) did save (b) do save (c) am saving (d) shall save 

10. When I'm in town, I ....... listening to the birds. 

(a) missing (b) miss (c) misses (d) missed 

 

3.  Fill in the correct particle. 

1. The ice on the roads called ________ careful driving. 

2. You can borrow the book once Tanya gives it _______ to me. 

3. The prisoner got ___________ while the guard was sleeping. 

4. He’s a very cheerful person who gets on ______ everyone. 

5. I asked her what was going ______ but she didn’t tell me. 

6. The tennis match was called ____ due to bad weather. 

7. Tim is really good at making ____ stories. 

8. Can you make _______ what it says on that sign over there? 

 

4. Fill in the correct preposition. 

1. Venice is famous ....... its canals. 

(a) about (b) in (c) with (d) for 

2. My son is afraid ....... the dark. 

(a) from (b) on (c) of (d) by 

3. Maria is married ....... my cousin. 

(a) with (b) for (c) to (d) into 

4. The second hotel was different ....... the first. 



(a) to (b) for (c) with (d) from 

5. Lucas is very good ....... drawing. 

(a) at (b) on (c) to (d) with 

6. I'm tired ....... waiting for the bus. Let's take a taxi. 

(a) to (b) on (c) of (d) from 

7. George was worried ....... his father's health. 

(a) since (b) about (c) on (d) at 

8. I didn't know you were interested ....... science. 

(a) in (b) for (c) on (d) to 

9. Why are you angry ....... him? 

(a) of (b) from (c) on (d) with 

10. We were very pleased ....... the service. 

(a) with (b) on (c) at (d) from 

 

5. Match the words with their definitions. 

1 to budget A to bring into being 

2 outlook B to spend wastefully time, opportunities, 

chance etc. 

3 to devote C to get or gain something 

4 to squander D mental attitude to the world 

5 dwelling E an excessive desire for money, power, food, 

etc. 

6 to engender F to dedicate time, effort, etc to some sphere 

7 greed G to plan the spending of time, money, etc. 

8 to acquire H a place where somebody lives 

 

 

 


